FactXtractor

Automated named entities and entity relationship extraction from text documents

Given a set of documents, FactXtractor extracts relationships among named entities within the text. FactXtractor performs relationship extraction on two levels. It extracts terms that describe relationships among named entities directly from the sentences in which the named entities appear. Secondly, FactXtractor uses machine learning to learn to extract positive examples of relationships of interest from text. For example, if we want to extract the relationship “located_in”, FactXtractor would identify that “situated at”, “headquartered at”, etc., are synonyms of that relation and extract all entities for which the relationship holds.

Extraction of named entities and relationships is a useful step toward understanding the subjects of a document and their actions. Consequently, an event-detection tool can be built that uses FactXtractor to identify the actors in an event and their relationships. Named entity extraction has also been shown to improve the results of search engines. Our FEMA situation update report-parsing and visualization tool, FemaRepViz, utilizes FactXtractor as a base tool to extract the locations named in the documents, which are then plotted using icons on a map. FactXtractor utilizes the open-source named entity extraction tool, GATE, and improves the precision of the named entity extraction using additional rules. In empirical evaluations, FactXtractor has been shown to have acceptable accuracy. A web-service interface allows any external tool to interact with FactXtractor to submit a set of documents containing named entities (and relationships among them) that need to be extracted.

Benefit: FactXtractor is an information extraction Web service that provides core technologies to support textual data analysis. It extracts named entities and the relations between named entities from text. When combined with visualization tools and visual interfaces, FactXtractor can help users understand the relationships among entities of large document collections efficiently. FactXtractor forms the basis for several search and knowledge management tools that can be built on top of it.

Results of a processed text document and the concept map populated by FactXtractor:
The concept map is visualized in ConceptVISTA. Each named entity is colored according to its entity type (person, place, or organization). The links between entities represent the relationship identified by FactXtractor.
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